Meet Sarah. Sarah’s workday can vary from treating infectious diseases to helping fight the common cold. Sarah almost always leaves her phone in her car, fearing germs potentially hitching a free ride around the healthcare clinic, out in public, or even to her own home. She demands a phone that can be washed, scrubbed, and sterilized to protect her patients, loved ones, and herself from harmful germs. Her phone must be dependable and durable because when that emergency happens, she needs to be reachable. It is required for Sarah to comply with her company’s security policies and mobility management software specifications, but still have all the functionality she expects in a smartphone. Basically, she just wants a phone that is feature rich, without compromise, with the necessary stuff to meet all of the demands of her work life and personal life.

• Healthcare workplaces expose workers to environments that are full of germs and contagious diseases. DuraForce is waterproof meaning that workers can wash their phone just as easily as their hands.
• These employees are always on call and can’t afford for their phone to crack, break or get waterlogged. DuraForce is Military Standard 810 durable which means they will always be connected when it matters most.
• Keeping sensitive patient records safe is a high priority for the healthcare industry. Many healthcare organizations require that their employee’s devices comply with strict security and mobility management policies. DuraForce has enhanced security and enterprise mobility management platform integration capabilities which ensure that workers remain compliant with corporate and legal requirements.
• Healthcare providers are mobile by nature. DuraForce can be configured with several custom field force management and EMR/EHR solutions for reporting patient status, coordinating schedules and filling out timecards.
• Hard tile floors, running from room-to-room, and juggling paperwork mean non-rugged devices break and need to be replaced often. Replacing these phones multiple times per year can become a large cost for a healthcare organization or its employees. DuraForce is built to survive drops onto hard surfaces which means less broken phones and lower total cost of ownership.
Key Features for Healthcare

- **Rugged waterproof design**—meets IP68 rating for dust and water immersion and Military Standard 810G for dust, shock, vibration, temperature extremes, blowing rain, low pressure, solar radiation, salt fog, humidity and immersion for up to 30 minutes in up to 1.8 meters (6 ft.) of water.*

- **Enhanced Security and Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM)**
  - Exchange Active Sync (EAS) with improved email client and advanced calendar functionality
  - Security Encryption with FIPS 140-2 along with secure data-at-rest and data-in-motion support
  - Highly configurable Virtual Private Networks (VPN) with VPNC-compliant solution and extensive authentication protocol support.
  - Mobile Device Management (MDM) for improved management of devices on corporate networks

- **Smart Sonic Receiver technology**—hear conversations clearer than ever before in noisy environments

- **Large programmable side key**—for programming your most frequently used apps like Email, Calendar, Maps, etc.

- **USC 4G LTE**—connect to the world of data at high speed

- **Powerful 3100 mAh lithium ion battery plus added energy-saving features**—MaxiMZR and Eco Mode apps for managing and conserving power consumption

- **8MP camera and camcorder/2MP front-facing camera**—for documenting visits and patient conditions with time and GPS stamp for remote collaboration

*To ensure that your phone maintains waterproof capability, the following precautions must be observed:

Your phone is inoperable under water and should be dried as quickly as possible when wet.

Make sure the connector covers and battery door are properly seated, with no foreign objects obstructing the seals.

Do not spray or immerse your phone in liquids other than fresh water or tap water, such as detergent, beverages, or chlorinated or treated water. Certain liquids such as salt water and chlorinated water are corrosive over time. Should your phone be accidentally exposed to other liquids, rinse the phone gently in clean fresh water.

Do not expose your phone to water heated in excess of 104° F (40° C).

Your phone is inoperable under water and should be dried as quickly as possible when wet.

Do not use the charger/data port for charging, data transmission, etc. until the phone is completely dry.

Do not use the headset jack to plug in an accessory until the phone is completely dry.
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